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Introduction

Supplies

Learning how to spell your name is essential and is a great
way to practice early literacy skills. Even if your child is not
yet ready to write, recognition of letters and the sounds they
make is still very important. 

This craft helps your child break down their name letter by
letter and incorporates fine motor skills to get your child
really involved in the process.

Paper plate
Markers
Glue
Scissors

Magnets
Cardstock or
construction paper

Instructions
 Create the turkey's body: Use a paper plate to crate the turkey's body, then decorate with colored
paper or markers. If you want, add details like eyes, a beak, or feet!
 Create feathers: Cut out feathers using the template included in these instructions. Make one feather
for each letter in the name or the word you are going to use for the turkey. Then, write one letter at the
top of each feather to spell out the name or word.  

1.

2.

Additional Resources
Visit Plano Public Library’s official YouTube channel to view this activity and other Library Make videos

Check out our blog post about this activity at Plano Library Learns

Library Make is a not-for-profit resource created by Plano Public Library in Plano, Texas. For information
about Plano Public Library, visit Planolibrary.org

Davis Library
7501-B Independence Pkwy
972-208-8000

Haggard Library
2501 Coit Road
972-769-4250

Harrington Library
1501 18th Street
972-941-7175

Parr Library
6200 Windhaven Pkwy
972-769-4300

Schimelpfenig Library
5024 Custer Road
972-769-4200

https://youtu.be/ngLBMP8JEw4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDDS7bPrXRJeQ1SGazyAVwaWteqeGp8IR
http://www.planolibrarylearns.org/library-make/
https://planolibrary.org/
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How to Use Your Name Turkey
With the magnets now on both the turkey's body and feathers, your little one can attach and remove each
letter in their name or the word you chose to add feathers to the turkey! They can also experiment creating
new words with the letter they have. Encourage saying each letter in their name out loud as they add the
feather to the turkey to increase their familiarity with the sounds each letter makes.

Additional Resources
Visit Plano Public Library’s official YouTube channel to view this activity and other Library Make videos

Check out our blog post about this activity at Plano Library Learns

Library Make is a not-for-profit resource created by Plano Public Library in Plano, Texas. For information
about Plano Public Library, visit Planolibrary.org

Davis Library
7501-B Independence Pkwy
972-208-8000

Haggard Library
2501 Coit Road
972-769-4250

Harrington Library
1501 18th Street
972-941-7175

Parr Library
6200 Windhaven Pkwy
972-769-4300

Schimelpfenig Library
5024 Custer Road
972-769-4200

Instructions, continued

Decorate the turkey's
body with markers or

color paper.

 Write one letter on each
paper feather to spell

your child's name. 

Attach small magnets to
the front of each feather.

 Attach one large magnet
to the back of the paper

plate. 

3.  Cut and glue magnets: Cut out a small magnet for each feather you've made. Glue the magnets to the
     fronts of the feathers (the side that the letter is written on). Attach a very long magnet to the back of the
     turkey so that all of the feathers can be attached to it at once. 

https://youtu.be/ngLBMP8JEw4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDDS7bPrXRJeQ1SGazyAVwaWteqeGp8IR
http://www.planolibrarylearns.org/library-make/
https://planolibrary.org/
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TEMPLATES 

TURKEY 

FEATHER 
 

cut one for each 

letter in child’s 

name 


